
Aquasanita - Helika Turtl Notus 765.0E
Kuchyňský dřez s odkapem, včetně příslušenství. Hloubka vaničky 19 cm.

Minimální šířka skříňky 45 cm. Záruka 5 let.

EAN: 4101700100444

6 490 Kč
5 364 Kč bez DPH

The company Aquasanita is one of the most well-known producers of granite sinks on the market. More
than 80% of its products are exported to over 30 countries around the world. Aquasanita sinks meet the
most demanding requirements for processing and quality of workmanship. Currently, Aquasanita is giving
its sinks a new name HELIKA. With the idea of living life at a slower pace in harmony with nature.
Therefore Helika, translated as snail. Helika products are designed to support a slower lifestyle and
create a warm, caring atmosphere in kitchens.

The  most  famous  sink  brand  Aquasanita  has  introduced  a  premium  range  of  sinks  called
TURTL®GlossyCoat. This range also includes the sink Turtl Notus 765.0E. The elegant kitchen sink
Notus 765.0E can be placed in both rustic and modern kitchens.

The Turtl Notus 765.0E kitchen sink is not only practical, but also elegant. The sink is made of a
special resin mixed with gelcoat material. It is a unique production technology that makes the sink
extremely durable and more glossy.

The sink is an ideal choice for demanding customers who appreciate comfort and practicality. The sink
has a sufficiently deep bowl for convenient washing of even bulky dishes. The drainer allows for drying
individual dishes.

The package also includes an eccentric drain control. The eccentric allows for draining water "dry-
handed", i.e. using a controller installed opposite the kitchen faucet, see the photo. The sink drain also
serves as a plug. By simply turning the eccentric controller, you can drain or fill the sink with water. If you
choose not to use this eccentric control, you don't have to. You can place, for example, a recessed spring
dispenser into the pre-drilled hole in the sink. Therefore, you will manually control the sink drain.

The package also includes a metal grid for the sink, which protects the sink from wearing out. It is not
necessary to remove the grid when using the sink, the water drains nicely into the drain.



The  main  advantage  of  the  Turtl  sink  manufacturing  technology  is  the  stronger  durability  of  the
protective gel coating  and its  extreme hardness.  Turtl  sinks with a gel  coat can withstand high
mechanical external influences and are resistant to impacts. Innovative mixture and advanced polishing
processes ensure that the surface of the sink is precisely polished to a mirror-like shine. The sink meets
the highest quality standards. Turtl sinks have excellent resistance to discoloration. The surface shines
and the bright white color lasts for years. If you are looking for a purely white sink, the Turtl sink will be
the  right  choice!  At  first  glance,  it  looks  like  a  ceramic  sink,  which  has  much  better  properties  than  a
granite sink.

Surface treatment TURTL® GlossyCoat
GlossyCoat is composed of gel polish that creates an extremely hard protective layer, which provides
exceptional strength to the sink surface. The advantage of gel polish is its homogeneity, which prevents
the accumulation of microbes and bacteria on the surface. During production, GlossyCoat is applied to
the sink in a shell-like form, in which the sink is encapsulated. The inner part of the sink is made of robust
artificial stone. Resin in combination with a thick layer of Coatu gel creates extremely durable Turtl sinks,
setting a new trend in kitchens.

Key features of the AQUASANITA TURTL NOTUS 765.0E kitchen sink

imitation of a ceramic sink with a drainer
made with special technology
made from a special resin mixed with gelcoat material
Turtl Notus 765.0E comes with an extended 5-year warranty.
ideal choice for stylish kitchens
The depth and size of the basin allow for its easy and practical use.
rich sink accessories: eccentric control, metal grid for the sink
two pre-drilled holes designed for a battery and an eccentric
sink for cabinet 45 cm (minimum cabinet size), installation on countertop
sink resistant to scratching, high temperatures, dents, UV radiation
easy maintenance of the sink, simply wipe it with a damp cloth

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Excentric control
Release.
Robbery
Metal grille



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Sink with a drainer
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Double-sided orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 45 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Rustic / Retro sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 69101000
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: Yes
Pre-drilled hole for: Battery + additional opening
Possibility to drill another hole: No
Warranty: 5 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 39
The length of the bathtub: 32
Depth of the bathtub: 19
Minimum width of the cabinet: 45
Round sink: No
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 46
Sink length: 76.5
Sink depth: 28
Sink weight (kg): 19
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 51.5
Height of the packaging: 32
Depth of the packaging: 92
Weight including packaging (kg): 20.1



 


